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BLESSINGS have been reflected THROUGH the following

► Through WorldShare, we have been able to shift from Mulago Government referral Hospital to Mengo private/mission Hospital which is near us.

► 13 girls have already attended antenatal visits.

► A baby boy and girl born of Mary and Prever at Mengo Hospital Shared a lovely wooden baby cot which has been donated to us by Dr. Lydia Ka-lema’s family.

► Through Helfe fur Bruder we have been able to introduce Christian counselling sessions in Nyakande Refugee Camp in Kisoro after training 33 Christian men and women and youth in Trauma Counselling skills Kisoro.

► We were able to interact and pray with some of the refugees from the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) in the camp.

► At long last the Structural and Architectural Plan of the hall and dormitory has been approved!

► Girls were thrilled to bits when, prior to Easter Sunday, an Easter cake, food items and goodies were brought to us by Compassion International Uganda headquarters and DFCU Bank branch Management.

► Baby clothes and clothing were donated by CITY ON A HILL CHURCH -Cincinnati through Roch.

Sylvia baby has been adopted by a family from Indiana despite its heart and brain defects.
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With an attitude of gratitude, I greet you in the name of our risen Lord and Saviour as I thank Him for your support to the Ministry for the vulnerable pregnant girls.

The Months events were marked with blessings, trials as well as challenges. In everything we give thanks as all things work for good to all who are in Christ Jesus.
Two days after coming from Kisoro, still nursing my exhaustion and fatigue. I found one evening my bedroom carpet flooded with water after a storm. I had left my windows open. I thank God for now I have replaced a new carpet.

Still struggling with the broken engagement and wedding of Timothy and Dora.

When we reported the matter to the police, Hamida opened up and said she cannot go back to her father after suffering defilement for a year which ended in pregnancy and tempted abortion.

We experienced some tense moments when the police lay in wait at our centre for 2 days for Hamida’s father and is now in prison.

One of our pupils, Dorcas was down with Malaria and Peptic Ulcers and she was back home for a week.

Her little boy Ezra too has been down with cough and malaria and has not gone to school for a week.

Bella and Salama were sent away due to misconduct. It was unfortunate for Bella who had changed so much to see her mistreat a new girl.

Mary’s baby was born with a severe infection and had to be treated which put an extra cost for us at the new hospital for us.

Sayuni 15 yrs had a miscarriage of 7 months pregnancy on Easter Sunday yesterday so she was rushed in hospital. The body of the foetus was taken to her home village.

The father of Hamida came to take her and the twin’s away but in tears and wailing, she refused to go. The father took the twins.

That we can raise all the money for the rebuilding of the dorm and the hall.

For continued funding for the girls to be taken to Mengo private hospital for health and safety of these young mothers and their babies.

For the continued funding of the running costs for the centre.

For the growth of Wakisa Ministries in Kisoro

Blessings,
Vivian Kityo